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Flux pinning, surface and geometrical barriers in YNi B C2 2
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Abstract

Ž . Ž .In the majority of the RE Ni B C family of superconductors REsDy, Ho, Er, Tm, Y, Lu , a magnetic ordering of the2 2
Ž .RE moments REsDy, Ho, Er, Tm appears to directly influence the formation and structure of the vortex lattice as well as

the weak residual flux pinning properties. To study the residual pinning in these materials, it is, therefore, necessary to
investigate the non-magnetic members such as YNi B C or LuNi B C, without the influence of magnetic order. Here, we2 2 2 2

present data from local Hall probe and global magnetization measurements used to examine flux pinning and superconduct-
Ž .ing hysteresis in YNi B C T f15.8 K . At high fields, a pronounced peak effect in the magnetization indicates that bulk2 2 c

pinning becomes significant as the vortex lattice softens for fields approaching B . On the other hand, for small appliedc2

fields close to H , direct measurements of the local induction using linear micro-Hall probe arrays show dome-like fieldc1

profiles, as expected when surface and geometrical barrier effects dominate the vortex behaviour over bulk pinning. We
discuss the competing roles of weak residual bulk pinning and surface and geometrical barrier effects in YNi B C. q 20002 2
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Žw x .The rare-earth nickel borocarbides RE Ni B C2 2

form an interesting series of materials, which can
exhibit both superconductivity and magnetic order-
ing for members in which REsDy, Ho, Er and Tm.
Reviews of the magnetic order, superconductivity
and crystal structure of the borocarbide materials are

w x w xgiven in Refs. 1,2 . Pinning in RE Ni B C is known2 2
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to be rather weak and the platelet specimens typi-
cally grown for measurement are expected to show
significant edge barrier effects. Previous measure-
ments do indeed show a strong influence of geomet-
rical effects as well as interactions between the
vortex lattice and a particular ordering of the mag-

w xnetic sublattice 3 . Here, we report local and global
magnetization measurements of the non-magnetic
YNi B C to probe the residual pinning properties in2 2

the absence of magnetic ordering effects.
YNi B C crystals were grown by a high-tempera-2 2

w xture flux method as described elsewhere 4 . Regular
shaped crystals were separated from the Ni B flux2 2
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and cut into bars with dimensions f200=90=70
mm3 using a miniature wire saw while retaining at
least one optically smooth, as-prepared crystal sur-

Ž . w xface Hc . GaAsrGaAlAs Hall arrays 5 of 11
sensors of active area 10=10 mm2 and spacing 10
mm were used to make local magnetization measure-
ments. Samples were mounted directly onto the sur-

Ž .face closer than l of the array. Larger samples
Ž 3.f2=2=0.6 mm were prepared for global mag-
netization measurements made using an Oxford In-
struments vibrating sample magnetometer.

Fig. 1 shows representative local magnetization
loops and field profiles for a typical platelet
YNi B C single crystal at 7.54 K. In Fig. 1a, the2 2

local magnetization, B yB , has been determinedz s

from the measured induction, B , by subtraction ofz
Ž .the surface field, B sensor 1 . Here, we shows

curves determined by sensors 6 and 4, positioned at
the centre and inner edge of the sample, respectively.
Hysteresis in the local magnetization is apparent,
indicating that flux entry and exit from the sample is
subject to either bulk pinning, surface or geometrical
barrier effects, which impede flux motion. Inspection
of the magnetization curves shows a moderate asym-
metry in the hysteretic response with a flat descend-
ing field leg, suggesting that bulk pinning is weak

w xand that hysteresis may result from surface 6 or
w xgeometrical 5 barrier effects. Here, we make no

attempt to distinguish between these two distinct
mechanisms, which can result in rather similar mag-
netic behaviour. Comparison of the two magnetiza-
tion curves for the sample centre and edge at fields
close to and above the full penetration field, H ,p

shows that flux penetration and accumulation appear
to occur more readily at the sample centre rather
than the edge, which consequently exhibits the largest
hysteresis. This is confirmed by the increasing field
profile shown in Fig. 1b, which shows a large gradi-

Ž .ent in the local field between the outer sensor 3 and
Ž .inner sensor 4 edge of the crystal and implies that

large screening currents flow on the sample edge.
For fields greater than H , a ‘dome-like’ field profilep

is observed with flux accumulation predominantly at
the sample centre. This behaviour is in contrast with
that expected from bulk pinning and is consistent
with the dominance of the geometrical barrier associ-
ated with the finite platelet geometry and associated

w xnon-uniform demagnetizing field 5,7 .

Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. a Local magnetization B y B vs. B for sensorsz s s
Ž . Ž .positioned at the sample centre 6 and edge 4 of a platelet

Ž .YNi B C crystal at a temperature of 7.54 K. b, c Field profiles2 2
Ž . Ž .measured directly for increasing b and decreasing c applied

field.

Fig. 1c shows the field profiles measured for the
decreasing leg of the magnetization curve as the
applied field is reduced to zero. For the highest
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applied fields, the internal induction is lower than
that of the external and applied field due to finite
diamagnetism from the reversible surface shielding
currents. As the applied field approaches zero, flux
exit ceases, resulting in an accumulation of flux
again in the sample centre and a finite remanent

Ž .magnetization Fig. 1a as expected for bulk pinning
and a residual critical state. This is apparently incon-
sistent with our observation of dominant surface and
geometrical barriers in increasing field, since pinning
effects should be symmetric with respect to the field
ramp direction and surface or geometrical barriers
should not operate significantly for decreasing ap-
plied magnetic field. On the other hand, in increasing
field, the internal field is zero below H , and thenp

very quickly rises as the applied field exceeds H .p

Thus, the effects of bulk pinning at low fields are
evident only in a narrow field range above Hp

before becoming masked by the geometrical mecha-
nisms. The effects of the weak bulk pinning at low
fields are observed more clearly as a remanent flux
pool upon decreasing the applied field to zero.

Non-uniformities in the field penetration into the
sample are apparent in Fig. 1b. Flux penetrates first
to the right of the sample, with the fully established
dome only forming afterwards at higher fields. A
similar behaviour has been observed by decoration

w xmeasurements of NbSe 8 , and more recently by2

magneto-optical investigations of the similar material
w x w xErNi B C 9 . Zeldov et al. 10 have theoretically2 2

shown that a combination of geometrical barrier
effects and bulk pinning lead to the formation of
‘double domes’ in long strip-shaped samples or flux
‘bubbles’ for random sample geometries. We believe
that the non-uniformities that we observe are such
flux ‘bubbles’, and are, hence, further evidence for a
competition between weak bulk pinning and geomet-
rical effects in platelet samples of YNi B C.2 2

Analysis of the field gradient, d B rd x, allows usz

to differentiate more precisely between surface barri-
w xers and bulk pinning 3,5 . Here, we approximate

d B rd x as the difference between induction mea-z
Ž .sured at the sample centre sensor 6 and an adjacent

Ž .probe closer to the sample edge sensor 5 , divided
Ž .by their separation 20 mm . Fig. 2 shows d B rd xz

calculated in this way as a function of applied field
Ž .Fig. 2a measured over a range of temperatures
between 2 and 16 K for a similar YNi B C crystal.2 2

The top panel of Fig. 2a at 7.5 K shows that d B rd xz

is always positive and traces out a clockwise loop,
consistent with surface and geometrical barriers
dominating the hysteretic response. Positive d B rd xz

in increasing field corresponds to the dome-shaped
Ž .internal field profile Fig. 1b while in decreasing

field d B rd x is close to zero for fields greater thanz

about 500 G corresponding to the almost flat de-
scending field profile. Below 500 G, d B rd x risesz

rapidly to a positive value corresponding to the
trapped vortex ‘pool’ noted in Fig. 1c. A similar
construction is presented in the bottom panel of Fig.

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. a d B rd x vs. B for field profiles similar to those shown in Fig. 1 b,c at 7.5 K top panel and 2 K bottom panel . Clockwisez s
Ž . Ž . Ž .anticlockwise direction of the loops is due to surface and geometrical barriers bulk pinning . b d B rd x vs. temperature for increasingz
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solid symbols and decreasing open symbols applied field at 100 G triangles and 650 G circles , lower and greater than H ,p

respectively, over this temperature range.
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2a for data measured at 2 K. Here, the magnitude of
d B rd x is now much larger than at 7.5 K and tracesz

an anti-clockwise loop indicating that bulk pinning
effects dominate the hysteresis at low temperatures.
An estimate for the critical current density can be
made directly from the gradient of the field profile in
Fig. 2a at 2 K and is of the order of 104 A cmy2 for
fields close to H , indicating that bulk pinning isp

weak when it appears.
Fig. 2b shows d B rd x as a function of tempera-z

ture, at two fixed fields of 100 and 650 G, chosen
such that they remain less than or greater than Hp

over the measured temperature range, respectively.
Ž .At 100 G triangles , d B rd x for decreasing fieldz

effectively plots the magnitude of the remanent
trapped flux pool upon returning to zero field, which
increases continuously with decreasing temperature
from T . On the other hand, for fields greater thanc

Ž .H 650 G — circles , a positive d B rd x in increas-p z

ing field shows the dominance of surface and geo-
metrical barriers while negative d B rd x indicatesz

that bulk pinning dominates the response. For this
Ž .applied field 650 G , a continuous cross-over be-

tween these competing hysteresis mechanisms can be
seen between temperatures of about 4 and 6 K. Thus,
the low field magnetic hysteresis in platelet crystals
of YNi B C appears to be determined by a competi-2 2

tion between significant surface and geometrical bar-
rier effects and weak residual bulk pinning.

Finally, in Fig. 3, we present high-field global
magnetization data for a much larger YNi B C sin-2 2

gle crystal. A larger single crystal not only provides
a larger absolute moment for detection, but also
changes the relative components of the overall mag-

Ž 2netic moment due to either surface MAd , ds
. Ž 3.sample dimension HB or bulk MAd current

flow. In Fig. 3, we present the extracted ‘critical’
current density, J vs. applied field, determinedc

using the Bean model and the assumption of bulk
pinning and a critical state. Clearly, the Bean model
is not valid for low fields close to H , where wep

have shown surface and geometrical barrier effects
to be dominant. On the other hand, for fields many
times greater than H , these barrier effects are ex-p

pected to be negligible and any remaining hysteresis
to be a feature of bulk pinning. Fig. 3 indeed shows
the presence of bulk pinning in YNi B C at high2 2

fields where J vs. B shows a pronounced peakc

Fig. 3. J vs. field determined from the global magnetizationc

curves for temperatures between 3 and 11 K. A pronounced
peak-effect at high fields, close to B , indicates the existence ofc2

residual bulk pinning in YNi B C over this temperature range.2 2
Ž .J inset increases continuously with decreasing tempera-cy peak

ture.

effect for fields close to B . Data are presented forc2

temperatures between 3 and 11 K, confirming the
existence of residual bulk pinning in YNi B C over2 2

this temperature range. At 3 K, an estimate for J isc

of the order 103 A cmy2 ; an order of magnitude less
than that determined locally at low applied fields, but
consistent with an anticipated field dependent J .c

The inset to Fig. 3 shows J vs. temperature.cypeak

In conclusion, we find an interplay between weak
bulk pinning and surface and geometrical barrier
effects at low fields close to H . Surface and geo-p

metrical barriers dominate the magnetic behaviour
above about 4 K, resulting in dome-like internal field
profiles and asymmetric hysteresis at low fields.
Asymmetry in the field profiles has been resolved
and is thought to be consistent with magneto-optical
and decoration observations of ‘bubble-like’ flux
penetration in other weak pinning superconductors.
Below 4 K, bulk pinning becomes strong enough to
be visible in increasing field profiles as a critical
state at low fields. Global magnetization measure-
ments show a peak effect in the magnetic moment
for fields close to B , confirming the existence ofc2

weak residual pinning over a wide temperature range
below T . Magnetic hysteresis in YNi B C for fieldsc 2 2

close to H is determined by an interplay betweenp

weak bulk pinning and significant edge barrier ef-
fects, which should not be overlooked in the analysis
of low field vortex properties.
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